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Insights in Biomedicine journal is an open access, peer-reviewed
journal that encompasses all fundamental and molecular aspects
of basic medical sciences, with an emphasis on the molecular
studies of biomedical problems and molecular mechanisms.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to biomedical
research, biochemistry, genetics, biomedical engineering,
immunology, microbiology and virology, biophysics, molecular,
cellular and cancer biology.
The journal is broad scoped and considers topics from all related
subjects of biomedicine. Topics involved in promotion of basic
and applied biomedical research and their impact on clinical
investigation, novel clinical methodologies for better healthcare,
innovative applications for tackling human health problems will
be given priority for publication.
Considering the importance of human health and emergency
medical and clinical issues associated with it, prime attention
towards biomedical research is of great significance. Thus,
providing a common and enriched information sharing platform.
Insights in Biomedicine journal aims to encourage interdisciplinary
discussions and contributing to the advancement of medicine,
benefiting readers and authors by accelerating the dissemination
of research information and providing maximum access to
scholarly articles.
Insights in Biomedicine journal provide a scientific communication
medium to discuss the utmost advancements in the domain of
biomedical sciences. This journal aims to assemble and reserve
precise, specific, detailed data on this immensely important
subject.
All articles published by Insights in Biomedicine are made freely
and permanently accessible online immediately upon publication,
without subscription charges.
Peer-review is the system used to assess the quality of a
manuscript before it is published. Researchers in the relevant
research area assess submitted manuscripts for validity and
significance to help editors determine whether the manuscript
should be published in their journal.
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Benefits of publishing with Insights in Biomedicine journal are
high visibility, speed of publication after qualitative peer review
process. Open access policy allows maximum visibility of articles
published in the journal as they are available to a wide, global
audience.
Insights in Biomedicine articles are published under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution License which permits
use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original work is properly cited.
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